[Initial stages of differentiation of pyramidal neurons in deep layers of the mouse neocortex in the prenatal period].
The time of initiation of neuron differentiation in deep neocortical layers was determined in mouse embryos and total effect of ionizing radiation on the developing mouse brain was evaluated. The population of cells that form layers V and VI with differentiation occurring in a half of them was shown to be present in mice embryos on d13. This population comprises both non differentiated neuroblasts and juvenile neurons of certain level of differentiation. They make the half of total population and their number remains unchanged on d14. Irradiation of mouse embryos at early postimplantation stage (d12) causes severe disturbances of neocortex development that are conditioned by massive cell death, abnormal development of all the brain structures and reduction of brain volume. Irradiation of mice embryos on d 13 and 14 induces massive death of migrating and mitotic cells in populations responsible for forming deep cortical layers. By the end of prenatal period either lack or insufficient development of layers V and VI was observed manifested in significant decline of cell number, spacing out and loss of neurons in certain regions. In embryos irradiated within these terms upper layers of cortex may form, although density of cell distribution in them is lower than in control.